Simplified Network Testing with Auto Discovery and In-Band Control
MT1000A and MT1100A Auto Discovery and In-Band Control
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1. **Introduction**

1.1. **About This Application Note**

This note describes how the Network Master Pro and Network Master Flex Auto Discovery feature discovers other remote Network Master Pro and Network Master Flex units on the network, and use of the In-Band Control feature to control and adjust discovered remote units.

2. **Simplicity of Testing with Network Master Pro and Network Master Flex**

The Network Master Pro MT1000A and Network Master Flex MT1100A have been designed for simplicity of operation to ensure field technicians can complete the job as quickly as possible without requiring a deep understanding of different technologies. The Auto Discovery feature simplifies testing for field technicians, allowing quick completion of repeatable testing by identifying other Network Master Pro and Network Master Flex units on the network. The In-Band Control feature allows a local user to control and adjust remote Network Master Pro and Network Master Flex units. This combination of Auto Discovery and In-Band Control makes best use of field technicians’ time while ensuring no possible miscommunication or mis-configuration between the two ends of the network under test. The Network Master Pro and Network Master Flex have been designed from the ground up to optimize test time and minimize human error; addition of these two new features extends the strength of current features, such as five-screen set-up to results, and SEEK one-button testing.

3. **Auto Discovery Feature**

3.1 **Objective**

The Auto Discovery feature allows a local Network Master Pro or Network Master Flex user to discover other remote Network Master Pro and Network Master Flex units on the network to complete testing. The local user can manage multiple testers remotely without a dedicated network connection.

3.2 **How Auto Discovery Works**

The ability to discover other Network Master Pro and Network Master Flex units on both Layer 2 (Data Link or MAC layer) and Layer 3 (Network or IP layer) is important to allow seamless connectivity over any network under test via the Network Master Pro or Network Master Flex test port. When looking for Network Master Pro or Network Master Flex units on the same network, a multicast request is sent enquiring about the status of all other units on the network. When searching for other Network Master Pro or Network Master Flex units inside or outside the local network, the local user can configure the network address mask to check for other Network Master Pro or Network Master Flex units and obtain their status.
After discovery across the network, the local user can configure the remote Network Master Pro or Network Master Flex settings as necessary for Y.1564, RFC2544 (Local Remote mode), BERT Reflector, and other tests, as well as for RFC6349 (Client Server mode) tests. The technician at the local end can fully manage all test aspects from a single local Network Master Pro or Network Master Flex, which not only simplifies testing but—more importantly—minimizes possible set-up errors and on-site time for both technicians at the local and remote ends. This is especially true for the technician at the remote end; after the discovered unit's test port is connected and configured for In-Band Control, other tasks can be performed.

Configuring a discoverable unit is as simple as ticking a box; if required, the remote unit will auto-configure via DHCP based on the network IP settings, or the remote technician can input required details manually. It is also possible to set a remote-control password for each unit, ensuring only authorized personnel have control.

4. **In-Band Control**

4.1 **Objective**

The In-Band Control feature works in tandem with the Auto Discover feature to deliver flexible and seamless control by just one field technician over key Ethernet tests.

4.2 **How In-Band Control Works**

The Network Master Pro or Network Master Flex Auto Discovery application allows the local user to see all units that can be connected to as well as the current configuration. The local technician can connect to the remote unit from within the discovery mode and can update the remote unit details, including configured test as well as MAC, VLAN, and IP address settings.

After the local user selects the remote unit to update, that unit reconfigures itself as a remote unit (for Y.1564 or RFC2544 tests), as a slave unit (for RFC6349 tests), or as a Reflector for BERT tests.

Combining Anritsu's free MX100001A PC software with the In-Band control feature offers even greater flexibility and support; experienced technicians and engineers can provide direct support from their desktop PC to field technicians without access to the corporate network. Direct assistance and support for any field technician minimizes downtime and training times.

The engineer at the local end simply adjusts the remote configuration from the local tester to complete testing based on requirements.

- For RFC2544 testing, the remote far end is connected as a remote unit in End-to-End mode, supporting independent two-way throughput testing. The remote far end can also be configured as a reflector for RFC2544 tests.
- At Y.1564 testing, the remote far end is connected as the remote unit in the One-Way Test mode, allowing independent two-way throughput testing. The far end can also be configured as a reflector for Y.1564 tests.
- At RFC6349 testing, the remote far end is configured as a slave unit, allowing the local technician to complete required settings from the local end.
- Configuring the far end as a reflector supports completion of BERT, Mon/Gen, and Multi-Stream tests.

5. Conclusion

The Network Master Pro and Network Master Flex GUI has been designed with simplicity and usability at its core. Market-leading functions, such as the five-window display (ensuring technician always has direct access to any settings), SEEK (to automate any task or multiple tests), and PC software (for control/configuration/report creation) allow the technician to complete the job quickly and accurately. Addition of these Auto Discovery and In-Band Control features ensures operators and contractors can optimize manpower while minimizing re-work and network down times.

The all-In-one Network Master Pro and Network Master Flex test solutions are ideal for engineers of any experience level who want to get the job done right, first time.